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How (Not) to Implement Cost as a Sentencing Factor

I. Introduction
The Missouri Sentencing Advisory Commission (MSAC) recently made national headlines for its decision to make information available to sentencing judges about the costs of various punishment options. The idea is entirely sensible. Confronted with a severe economic downturn, state legislatures are desperate to cut spending. It would be irresponsible, and probably impossible, to completely ignore the price tag attached to different forms of punishment. Better information about the projected costs of imprisonment, compared to cheaper alternatives such as probation, might persuade judges in some cases to forgo a prison sentence. In an era of mass incarceration, even incremental steps in that direction deserve consideration.

Despite the best of intentions, however, Missouri’s program is timid and unlikely to have any meaningful effect. The state makes customized case-by-case cost information available on a website, but sentencing judges have no obligation to take that information into account—or even look it up. The Missouri initiative rests on the heroic assumption that voluntary information sharing, standing alone, will powerfully influence sentencing patterns and thereby save money for the state. The premise is unsound. Most previous experiments with “sentencing information systems” have collapsed because of judicial disinterest, and the available data suggest that Missouri’s system faces similar challenges. Even proponents of the cost information initiative seem eager to deny that it will make any real difference.

At the same time, circulating information about punishment cost might fuel inter-judge sentencing disparity, driven not by legitimate differences between offenses and offenders but by different attitudes among judges about the proper role of costs in determining a sentence. No doubt some judges will embrace the new information enthusiastically, but others will do so only selectively, and many will ignore it. That result is in tension with the state legislature’s directive to the Commission to examine and address “disparities” in sentencing for “offenders convicted of the same or similar crimes and with similar criminal histories.”

There are better ways of calibrating sentencing decisions to available corrections resources. For decades, sentencing commissions in Minnesota and other states have taken costs into account at a systemic level, using projected prison resources as a key variable in setting presumptive guideline sentencing ranges. The approach has proven so effective that the American Law Institute is poised to make presumptive guidelines, driven in part by resource constraints, into a central part of the newly revised Model Penal Code: Sentencing. If Missouri is serious about taking costs into account at sentencing—and it should be—then it should do so systematically, rather than relying on ad hoc and voluntary decisions in individual cases.

II. Missouri’s Sensible Idea
The operation of Missouri’s cost information system is straightforward. On a website maintained by the Commission, judges and lawyers can enter detailed information about key offense and offender characteristics, including 11 factors linked with the risk of recidivism. The website then offers recommended, aggravated, and mitigated sentencing options. Under the new initiative, the website also reports a detailed projection of the total costs of each option, annually and in total. The online tool makes clear, for example, that incarceration costs the state $16,823 per year per offender, compared to $1,354 per year for probation and $1,792 per year for “enhanced” probation.

The Commission’s goal in making cost information available is to encourage the selection of cheaper forms of punishment, rather than imprisonment. That is a sound objective. Battered by what the National Governors Association calls “the most difficult fiscal environment since the Great Depression,” states face an urgent need to reduce prison costs. In many states, fiscal conservatives have joined forces with progressives to highlight the staggering economic and social costs of mass incarceration. More than 40 states, including Missouri, made cuts to expenditures on corrections in 2009–2010.

On two grounds—one philosophical, the other practical—some commentators have criticized Missouri’s initiative for its emphasis on the costs of punishment. Neither, however, undermines the state’s good reasons for attention to prison costs. First, some scholars and prosecutors have suggested that cost ought to be irrelevant at sentencing because it

bears no relation to the severity of the offense, the harm caused to victims, or the blameworthiness of the offender.9 The criticism highlights the tension between retributive and utilitarian justifications for punishment, one of the most fundamental and enduring disputes in the philosophy of criminal law. But no real-world criminal justice system can completely ignore costs, at least at a systemic level.10 And virtually all states and the federal system take a “laundry list” approach in defining purposes of punishment, embracing both retributive and utilitarian objectives in a manner that leaves room for cost as a sentencing factor.11 Missouri is no exception. The legislature has explicitly directed the Commission to consider “the resources of the department of corrections and other authorities” in making its sentencing recommendations.12 The central question, then, is not whether but how to take punishment costs into account.

Second, while acknowledging the importance of cost considerations, some prosecutors and advocates for victims have expressed concern that information about punishment costs will be a distraction.13 Prison carries serious costs for the state, they agree, but so does crime. In some cases, a prison sentence might produce a net savings by preventing future crime, whether through incapacitation or deterrence. The concern is that giving judges exact projections of punishment costs risks overemphasizing the costs and underemphasizing the benefits of imprisonment.

It is doubtful, however, that detailed projections will cause judges to fixate on costs. Sentencing judges in Missouri have been permitted for decades to consider costs using a rough sense that imprisonment is more expensive than other options.14 For judges who are inclined to care, Missouri’s tool simply improves the accuracy of that estimate. Moreover, the Missouri system is hardly insensitive to countervailing concerns about the costs of crime. It produces a detailed risk assessment profile of each offender, offering an estimated percentage chance of recidivism for each form of punishment.15 Although the costs of repeat offenses are necessarily more speculative than the annual price of a prison bed, Missouri does far better than most states in supplying judges with information about offenders’ risk of recidivism and, accordingly, the benefits of incarceration.

III. Missouri’s Misguided Approach
Despite its worthy objectives, Missouri’s approach to cost as a sentencing factor is fundamentally misguided. The state makes information available to judges about the costs of punishment in individual cases, but does not require that judges pay any attention to the information. The state’s voluntary model rests on the unrealistic assumption that access to information, standing alone, will meaningfully affect sentencing outcomes. It also risks exacerbating inter-judge sentencing disparity, with some judges placing more emphasis on cost concerns than others.

A. Voluntariness
Contrary to the suggestion of some critics, Missouri law does not formally incorporate costs into sentencing decisions. Instead, the state simply makes information about possible sentences available to judges online. Judges are under no obligation to consult the website. Even if they do, they are under no obligation to look specifically at the information about the costs of punishment options. And even if they do, they are under no obligation to factor those costs into any sentence in any way.

This purely voluntary, case-by-case approach is no accident. As the name implies, Missouri’s Advisory Sentencing Commission is authorized only to provide “recommendations” to judges about appropriate sentences.16 Sentencing judges enjoy complete discretion to disregard the Commission’s advice.17 The Commission stresses that Missouri’s system is “purely voluntary” and that “[j]udicial discretion is the cornerstone of sentencing in Missouri courts.”18 Neither the legislature nor the Commission provides formal guidance about eligible purposes of punishment. Judges are free to ignore cost information—or any other information supplied by the Commission—for any reason and without explanation. Nothing in state law requires judges to articulate reasons for their sentences, either in writing or in open court.19 And no appellate review of sentences is available, except to the extent that a sentence is contrary to statute.20 In the “Show Me State,” it seems, sentencing judges have sent a clear message: “Show me if you must, but then leave me the heck alone.”

Nonetheless, the Commission is hopeful that its work will influence sentencing outcomes. The assumption is that providing judges with more and better information will improve the choices they make at sentencing.21 There is reason to doubt that the state’s purely voluntary information-sharing model can succeed.22 Missouri’s approach bears a striking resemblance to “sentencing information systems” launched by courts in Canada, Scotland, and Australia.23 Those systems began from the same premise that better information would promote more rational sentencing outcomes, and system designers worked closely with judges to design interactive systems that made statistics readily available and useful.

Yet most of those experiments have faltered, and none has been shown to affect sentencing outcomes. In Canada, a sentencing information system collapsed in the late 1980s, after just a few years, because judges declined to use it.24 The system’s architect was dismayed to learn that “[j]udges do not, as a rule, care to know what sentences other judges are handing down in comparable cases.”25 In Scotland, the High Court of Justiciary adopted a sentencing information system in 2002, but the system has atrophied and is now essentially dormant.26 A national commission on sentencing in Scotland found that judges rarely use the system, and as a result it “does not have anything other than the most marginal of impacts on the imposition of sentences.”27 One sentencing information system, in
New South Wales, Australia, has stood the test of time, operating continuously since 1988. But the General Assembly of New South Wales rejected a “purely voluntary” model more than a decade ago, enacting “standard non-parole sentencing periods” that set presumptive sentences for serious offenses.48 No research on any sentencing information system has established an effect on sentencing outcomes.

In Missouri, research suggests that the state’s information system faces similar challenges gaining traction among sentencing judges. In 2009, the Commission surveyed lawyers and judges about the extent to which they take advantage of various forms of sentencing assessment.49 One question addressed the online automated sentencing information system, and the response was encouraging. Just 13.5 percent of judges indicated that they “regularly” use any information from the website when considering plea agreements.50 And that figure apparently overestimates overall use of the system. Judge Wolff has suggested, based on anecdotal evidence, that the website is relied upon more heavily for plea agreements than in other cases.51 If not even 2 in 10 judges regularly use the website, even in the category of cases where it is most popular, then only a tiny fraction can be expected to specifically make use of cost information.

Indeed, proponents of the new initiative seem eager to deny that it will have any meaningful effect on sentencing outcomes. Judge Gary Oxenhunder, a member of the Commission, has predicted that the new information “will have little impact on judges’ decisions”52 because the cost of punishment is “about the tip of a dog’s tail, it’s such a small thing.”53 This is a strange but revealing line of defense. If circulating information about punishment costs will not make any real difference, then why bother?

None of this suggests that voluntary information sharing can have no useful effect. At the margins, cost information may nudge sentencing courts to select less expensive forms of punishment in close cases. Also, the Commission’s decision to make cost information available to lawyers as well as judges will increase the visibility of the cost projections and the likelihood that they receive attention. But the experiences of similar information-sharing efforts in other jurisdictions, along with the available data about judges’ habits in Missouri, suggest that the effects will be modest. If the state is serious about taking costs into account at sentencing, this is a timid first step.

B. Inter-Judge Disparity

At the same time, circulating information about the costs of punishment options runs a risk of exacerbating inter-judge sentencing disparity. Some judges may find cost information highly salient, some may deem it categorically irrelevant, and others may disagree about the circumstances in which it ought to matter. In a purely voluntary case-by-case system like Missouri’s, those differences of opinion can translate into concrete differences in outcomes depending on which judge happens to be assigned to the case.

For decades, inter-judge sentencing disparity—differences in outcomes driven not by differences between offenders and offenses but by the philosophy, preferences, and biases of sentencing judges—has prompted calls for sentencing reform at the state and federal level. According to reformers, inter-judge disparity offends fundamental rule-of-law values such as equality, objectivity, and consistency,54 breeds disrespect for courts, and undermines the deterrent effect of criminal law by making punishment less certain and predictable.

Missouri appears to share that view. The legislature has charged the Commission to study “disparities . . . among the various circuit courts with respect to the length of sentences imposed and the use of probation for offenders convicted of the same or similar crimes and with similar criminal histories.”55 To promote inter-judge consistency, it has also directed the Commission to base its recommendations in part on data concerning statewide sentencing practices.56 Pursuant to those directives, the Commission issued a report in 2005 finding substantial disparity between courts, both in the use of probation and in the length of prison terms.57

According to Judge Wolff, the Commission’s “hope” is that the state’s voluntary information-based system will “eliminate some of these overall disparities and gross differences.”58 But that is a rather extravagant assumption. No research on sentencing information systems, for example, has concluded that better access to information has the effect of reducing inter-judge disparity. Nor have other experiments with voluntary information sharing, such as “sentencing councils,” helped to promote consistency between judges.59

Information sharing alone is particularly unlikely to promote inter-judge consistency with respect to facts, such as the cost of punishment, whose relevance is hotly contested. Reasonable people—such as the contributors to this symposium—can reach different conclusions about whether and how sentencing courts ought to take account of the costs of punishment. No doubt Missouri judges will reflect the same range of views. Some will embrace the new cost information, many will reluctantly ignore it, and some will rely on it selectively. The effects on sentencing outcomes, if any, will be uneven. From the perspective of defendants, whose cases are randomly assigned to judges, the introduction of cost information as a variable therefore will feel unpredictable and arbitrary.

Again, proponents seem strangely comfortable with this result. Judge Wolff defends the system by noting that “some judges might never look at the price tags” even though they are available to everyone.60 Other state officials similarly have predicted that “some judges may choose to ignore the data” even if their colleagues find them persuasive.61 One court administrator has flatly proclaimed that judges in his circuit would never consider costs at sentencing.62 If those predictions are accurate, then Missouri’s voluntary approach has an important downside, purchasing any cost savings at the price of consistency and rationality.
III. An Alternative Model

A tradeoff between lower costs and more ephemeral values such as consistency and rationality might be worthwhile if there were no other options. But Missouri’s voluntary information-sharing approach is not the only way of taking costs into account at sentencing. Other states, including Minnesota, have adopted presumptive sentencing guidelines that explicitly calibrate sentencing ranges to available corrections resources. That approach has proven successful in holding down incarceration rates, saving the state money while simultaneously promoting inter-judge consistency and rationality.

Minnesota, a pioneer in sentencing reform, has long made the cost of punishment an important factor in its sentencing guidelines. Although state law treats public safety as the “primary consideration,” it also instructs the Sentencing Guidelines Commission when “establishing and modifying” the guidelines to consider “correctional resources, including but not limited to the capacities of local and state correctional facilities.” The Commission has taken that responsibility seriously, calibrating guideline sentencing ranges to help ensure that incarceration rates do not exceed available prison beds. Presumptive guidelines make that task easier because the Commission can predict the effect of changes in sentencing rules with confidence, improving the accuracy of cost projections.

The presumptive-guidelines model has proven successful in managing corrections costs. Since launching its guidelines in 1978, the state’s prison and jail populations have grown at rates well below the national average. Minnesota has avoided serious prison overcrowding of the kind that has plagued other states, an achievement Richard Frase calls “remarkable” considering the rise in felony convictions. As of 2009, Minnesota boasts the nation’s second-lowest imprisonment rate, at 179 per 100,000 residents, compared to the national state average of 445 and Missouri’s rate of 509. Although state-to-state comparisons are hazardous because of differences in crime rates and demographics, it is noteworthy that Minnesota has experienced prison growth “markedly below” and Missouri “dramatically above the national benchmark.”

Several other states have followed Minnesota’s lead, adopting presumptive guidelines systems that explicitly take into account resource constraints. Researchers have found that those systems, on average, perform better than others at holding down incarceration rates. To be sure, no state’s success in restraining prison growth can be attributed solely to its guidelines, and similar results are certainly possible through other means. Nonetheless, the Minnesota model has provided an attractive example. Recognizing the state’s extraordinary track record, the American Law Institute is poised to adopt the Minnesota model as the basic framework for its revised Model Penal Code: Sentencing. In particular, the draft MPC provisions call for a sentencing commission and presumptive guidelines designed, in part, to produce “sentencing outcomes that may be accommodated by the existing or funded correctional resources of the state.”

Critics of the Missouri initiative should be more comfortable with the presumptive-guidelines approach to cost as a sentencing factor. Whereas Missouri encourages judges to rely on costs in setting individual sentences on a case-by-case basis, Minnesota takes costs into account at a systemic level. For prosecutors and victims’ advocates, that means that cost concerns will not be a distraction because the guideline range will already reflect the commission’s judgment about available resources, leaving the sentencing judge to focus on the individual offense and offender. For retributivist scholars and commentators convinced that costs should be irrelevant, the guideline range and individual sentencing decisions can remain focused on desert. The MPC: Sentencing draft, for example, embraces Norval Morris’s “limiting retributivism” and would require that sentences fall within a range of severity proportional to “the gravity of offenses, the harms done to crime victims, and the blameworthiness of offenders.”

Because most modern approaches to desert are ordinal rather than cardinal, identifying which offenses are more and less serious rather than specifying a precise punishment to be imposed, the presumptive-guidelines model should be able to accommodate them by squeezing the upper limits of the punishment continuum to reflect resource constraints.

At the same time, the Minnesota model better accomplishes other objectives of sentencing reform. The guidelines are designed to promote the state’s “public policy to maintain uniformity, proportionality, rationality, and predictability in sentencing.” Rather than asking individual judges to decide, on an ad hoc basis, whether and how costs should matter—creating a serious risk of inter-judge disparity—the commission sets presumptive-sentencing ranges applicable to all judges in all courts. The drafters of the MPC: Sentencing have concluded that shifting responsibility for systemwide resource management from individual judges to a sentencing commission is both more effective and more fair to offenders.

Judges and legislators in Missouri understandably may be reluctant to support presumptive guidelines. At present, the state’s judges enjoy absolute discretion to impose any sentence within the statutory range, with no obligation to give reasons and no possibility of appeal. In the presumptive-guidelines model, by contrast, judges must impose a sentence within the guideline range unless they find substantial circumstances justifying a departure, and sentences are subject to appellate review. Given the (deservedly) awful reputation of the severe, inflexible, and complex federal Sentencing Guidelines, state judges have good reason to be wary. Adopting a presumptive-guidelines model would require legislative buy-in, since state law presently forecloses any kind of presumptive sentence. And it would require attention to a host of logistical details, from funding for research on cost projections to constitutional requirements for fact-finding at sentencing.
Yet the Minnesota model is widely admired and has gained support from the state’s judges and lawyers.7 Compared with the mandatory federal system that predated United States v. Booker,8 the presumptive guidelines envisioned by the AII are far simpler and the departure standard much more flexible.9 The specter of the federal system should not frighten off state reformers looking for effective ways to control costs while promoting consistency, rationality, and transparency in sentencing.

Today, alas, Missouri’s voluntary case-by-case information-sharing system serves as a perfect illustration of how not to implement cost as a sentencing factor. But if Missouri and other states are serious about taking costs into account at sentencing—and they should be—then there are viable alternatives. Hopefully the Sentencing Advisory Commission, the legislature, and the state’s judges will be willing to venture beyond these modest first steps.
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